Protection You Need from the Partner You Trust
Business operations protection — Engineered for your success

It’s a digital world. And that connectivity presents boundless opportunities. But it also means increasingly complex threats.

To keep your business safe, you need to be on top of the latest data security, privacy, fraud, and crisis management strategies — or find a trusted partner that can help you do it. ADP’s expertise and advanced security intelligence platform can help get you there.

Security is ingrained in our solutions — that’s why companies of all sizes have been counting on us since 1949. ADP gives you the freedom to focus on what’s important to your business, knowing that we’re doing our part to make sure your confidential information stays that way.
Multi-layered protection

Partnering with ADP gives you the advantages of an industry-leading advanced platform defense, intelligent detection, automated data protection, fraud defense, identity and access management, and so much more.

By embedding multiple layers of protection into our products, business processes, and infrastructure, you can be sure that security remains at the forefront of our business and yours.
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Intelligence-led defense

To stay ahead of the latest security developments, trends, and threats, ADP has strong ties with leading security and law enforcement organizations:

- U.S. Department of Homeland Security
- Financial Services Information Sharing and Analysis Center
- U.S. Secret Service Electronic Crimes Task Force
- National Cyber Security Alliance
- FBI E-Fraud Network
- Computer Emergency Response Team-EU

Find us at the cutting edge of innovation

ADP’s tools, technologies, and safeguards are constantly evolving as we look for new ways to help keep you safe from threats. Our organization-wide focus on integrated and innovative business operations protection is embedded in ADP’s culture all over the globe.

Security programs are only as strong as the people behind them. That’s why ADP’s converged security, risk, and privacy organization provides thorough protection and expertise, along with state-of-the-art Critical Incident Response Centers monitoring 24/7 across the world.

We don’t stop there. ADP employees and contractors undergo background checks and are continually trained in the latest physical and information security and privacy guidelines and practices to help protect your data.

To learn more about ADP’s Global Security Organization, visit adp.com/trust.
When you’re passionate about what you do, people notice

ADP’s proactive and comprehensive security program is award-winning — from our leadership to our technology and everything in between.

Though it’s great to make headlines, we measure our achievements by a much more important metric — your security and success.
It’s all about trust

Visit adp.com/trust to learn more about ADP’s Global Security Organization.